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Abb. 2011-2/118
Deckeldose, „Junge wäscht einen Hund“ als Griff, opak-weißes Pressglas, Hersteller unbekannt, USA, um 1925, Sammlung Nicol

Ken Nicol, Columbus, Ohio USA, SG

April 2011

Milk Glass Boy Washing a Dog, Maker unknown, USA?, ca. 1925?
Ken Nicol, Columbus, Ohio USA
Hello Siegmar,
You've assisted me on a couple of occasions & you've
featured a couple of pieces I've found in Pressglas.
Now I really try not to bother you unless its a last resort,
but it seems I have another piece that has proven difficult to positively ID. I talked to Sid & the only reference
this one appears is in Grist, Milk Glass Covered Dishes & it only gives “Boy Washing Dog Covered Box,
opaque white / milk glass with boy holding dog finial on
a double wash tub base. 4 1/4" h overall, & box measures 3 1/2" x 4 1/2". Maker unknown.” This is the only
reference book in the U.S. that even has a picture of it
so I though maybe it might be of European manufacture. I do know its not a U.S. reproduction or knockoff
because very few people have seen this thing in the U.S.
so it would not have been a candidate to reproduce since
its not well known. Now I am attaching a composit pho-

to, but I do have the separate pics, however it might not
be interesting enough for you to even consider & its
probably a tough piece to ID especially since I don't even know what it was used for ... only thing I can figure
is a match box maybe? The glass does have some fire to
it like the mid to late 19th century milk glass & its a
bit of a weird design [seltsames Design].
Anyway as always Siegmar any assistance is sincerely
appreciated.
Thanks, Ken
SG: Hello Ken,
this time I am sorry not to be able to help you - I am very secure that it is not European, it must be USA, ca.
1925,
regards, Siegmar
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Nicol, SG, Press-geblasene, opak-blaue Dose, Hersteller unbekannt, um 1900?
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